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1.01 This section gives a step-by-step
DrOCedUre to be followed in the in-

terpre~ationof impedance and impedanceun-
balance curves for determiningaccurately
the position of:

(1) ~~orncable faults that cause low
los9es (or singing points)

such as deficient or excessive loading
section capacitanceor inductance.

(2) Toll cable faults that cause high
crosstalkor noise such as resist-

ance unbalances.

1.02 This issue has been given a St~an~d
rating and replaces Issue 1,

sional Standard. The following new infor-
mation is given in this issue.

(1) Data which permits the location of
impedanceunbalance and impedance

irregularities on H-88-50 and B-88-50
facilitiesand also the location of im-
pedance irregularitieson B-22facili-
ties.

(2) Data covering the use of K factor
in impedanceunbalance locations,

(3) Information describing the use of
valley frequenciesas well as peak

frequenciesfor impedanceunbalance lo-
cations.

(4) Revised Form %1294 which makes it
more usable in impedanceunbalance

locations.

1.03 The term impedance irregularitydes-
ignates the type of hat causes

low return losses or low si%ing point, and
the series of measurements made to locate
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\

1the ault is termed an
Dedan e-frequent.vrun.
plotte in curve form
dance cu e.

impedancerun or im-
hese measurements

are called an ~-

1.04 The tetvQmp~$?~:e unbalance desig-
nates fault tliatcauses

\
crosstalkor noi ___The series of measure-
ments made to 10C te this tme of fault is
termed 8n ~edance%m balanc~’run,and when
plotted in curve form for convenienceof
interpretation is calle%,an impedance un-
balance curve.

1.05 Impedance and impedance unbalance
measurements are usual>y made in

terms of resistance and reactance compo-
nents andthesecomponentsare plotted s
ratelv on the cur-sheet. --~
sistaficecurves will be used in th~ proced-
ure of this section.

1.06 This section assumes that the fault
to be investigatedhas been revealed

by such means as routine tests, circuit or-
der tests, cable completiontests, ortroub-
le developingunder the operating condi-
tier.of the circuit; and that an impedance
or jmpedanceunbalance run has been made on
the circuit and the measurementsplotted on
standard curve sheet form.

2. ANALYSIS OF IMPEDANCECURVES

2.01 The step-by-step procedure to follow
will in itself explain the majority

of the d~;a~:;c:f the analysis form E-1294,
a copy is attached as page 101.
Those details not so coveredwill be taken
up under Part 4, Analysis Form. For con-
venience the form is divided by heavy
boundary lines into blocks,which as far as
practicableare numbered consecutively in
the order they are used. In the procedure
to follow referenceswill be given by block
numbers and by space designations in a
block.

Step-by-StepAnelysisProcedure

2.02 Computationof Apparent Location of
Irregularity

(1) From the resistancecurve determine
tie frequencies at which all well

defined peaks occur. Record these fre-
~uenciesconsecutivelyin Block 2 under
Lhecolumnheaded “Freq.at Res.Peaks
or Valleys,ilwith the lowest frequency
in the top space.

(2) From the attached
charts for irregulari!!%e (%~~~

ings 616-281,282, 283, 284, 290, 316,
317, 318, 319 and 320 on pages 103-112),
select the one corresponding to the
type of circuit under investigation,
ar?dfrom this determine the values of
IIBI1correspondingto the frequenciesof
item (l). Record these in Block 2 un-
der the column ‘tB,tiopposite the corre-
sponding frequencies.

Page 2

Note: In case a phase shift chart 1s
not available for the type of cir-
cuit involved, Drawing 616-280,
page 102, may be used. In this
drawing values of B are plotted
against f/fc, where f is the peak
frequency and fc the cutoff fre-
quency of the type of circuit under
test, If this procedure is fol-
lowed the ratios f/fc must first be
computed for each value of f re-
corded in item (l), and entered in .
Block 2 under the column headed
llf/fc.llValues of B are then de- /
termined from Drawing 601-280 and
entered as instructed in item (2) &

-

(3) In Block3 in spaces designatedBN
and B1 record the B values for the

highest and lowest peak frequencies(Bl
refers to lowest frequency, in top
.Space,that is, the one opposite ‘tl’lof
me IINIIcolumn; BN is for the highest

fre ency,
%

that is, the last entry in
the II‘!column). Subtract B1 from BN
and reco~d result in space lIBN- B1.ti
Divide BN’~~Bl into N - 1, where N is

%
the total n er of peak frequencies
recorded, Rec d the result in space

This r~sult as indicatedon
~“ ‘\

%
the form is called’ ,11 which is the
apparent distance in ading sections
to the irregularity. \.\\

\
2.03 Correction or Apparent Lo tion for

B-T Curve Slope \

(l) Multi 1
Tr

\the value of d foun in
item 3 of paragraph2.~2, by ea

Yof the B values of Block 2, column “B.l’~
Record these products in Block 2, CO1- \
umn ‘Idx B,ll opposite correspondingB
values.

(2) In Block2, column“T,” opposite
correspondingd x B values, record

the smallest values that added to or
subtractedfrom the d x B values will
give numbers ending in .50. ‘

Note: If the “d x B’t values were
1.25, 2.25, 3.25, etc., the IITll .,

...-
values would be +.25, +.25, +.25,
etc. If the Ildx Bll valueswere
1.75, 2.75, 3.75, etc., the IITli
values would be -.25, -.25, -.25, -
etc. The ‘Idx B(lvalues will ‘itry
to bell numbers ending in .50 and
each value will be about 1.0 larger n
than the preceding one. In unusual
cases it may be that lITIIin one in-
stance will not actually be the
smallest value in accordancewith
the above. For example, a few of
the consecutive“d x B’!values from
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,

an actu~;d~a;gsiswere 5.85,6.95,
8.09, Thesevaluesare
evidently ll~ry~ngto bet~5.5,6.5,
7.5, and 8.5 so thatlIT’Ivaluesare
-.35,-.45,-.59, and -.40. The
value 8.09 is actually nearerto
8,5 thanto 7.5. but since there
should be a difference of onebe-
tweenvalues, the trend indicates
that it mst be ?.5, otherwise,
therewould be two 7.51s, The T
value is therefore -.59, rather
than +.41 as it might at first ap-
pear to be. The lowest ‘Id x B’l
value will be close enough to .50,
1.50, or possibly 2.50 to indicate
definitely the consecutivenumbers
ending in .50 that the ‘Idx BN val-
ues are ‘Itryingto be.)l

(3) On the small graph paper section in
Block 6,plot the ‘IT”values against

the corresponding ‘tB’lvalues of Block
2, and draw a curve through the points
so plotted. (This curve will be re-
ferred to as the ‘lB-T’!curve.)

(4) Determine, as follows,To, which is
the number the various T values of

Block 2 are ‘Itryingto be’! and record
the value in Block 7, space lITO.’I

To in most cases will be equal to,
or very closeto, +.25, -.25,+.50,-.50,
or O, the valuede$endingon the typeof
irregularity. If the B-T curvewere a
straight horizontal Iine it would be
separated from the O-axis of the graph
section at a distance equal to To. If
at an angle to the O-axis a straiSht-
line B-T curve if extendedwould start
from the left edge of the graph (where
B = O) at a T value equal or very close
to To. If the B-T ●curve contained
peaks and valleys as it may when more
irregularities than one are present,
the axis of the curve, that is, a
straight line so drawn as to bisect the
curve, would appear to !Ipointatt]the
To value on the left edge of the graph.
The To value can in one of these ways
be determined closely enough. Figs.1
and 2 illustratethis procedure. Fig. 1
is for an almost straight-lineB-T curve
for a case of T. e O. Fig. 2 is a case
of pronouncedpeaksand valleysin the B-T
curve,whereT.= -.25.

(5) Determine as follows the slope of
the B-T curve and record both size

and sign of slope in Block 3, in the
designated ‘lSlope Correction

;P:c:.

Beginning at the left edge of the
graph from a point on the vertical
scale that equals To, draw a straight

line all tne way across the graph in
such manner as to follow the general
trend of the B-T curve or so as to bi-
sect this curve, that 1s, to appear as
the axis of the curve. Call the value
of T where this bisecting line inter-
jects the tight edge of the gFaph
(where3= 1.0) T1. Subtract To alge-
braically from T1. The result
(Tl - To), gives both the sign and the
magnitude of the slope. It will be
noted that if the bisecting line slopes
upwards from left to right t}: ;i,~nb~f
the slope is positive (+).
setting line slopes downwards from left
to right, the sign is negative (-).

In Fig. 1 the dashed line is the
bisecting line. It begins from the
left at To = O and ends at the right at
T1 = +.25. The slope is

T1 - To - +.25 - 0 = +.25

(The dashed line slopes upwards, also
indicatingpositive (+) slope.)

In Fig. 2 t::dbi~~~~ingline begins
at To = -.25, at T1 = -.75.
The slope is

T1 - To = -.75- (-.25) = -.50.

(The line slopes downwards, indicating
negative (-) slope.)

(6) Add the slope correctiondetermined
in (5) algebraically to d and re-

cord the result in Block 3 after the
designation Il(d+ slope) P = “.

Note: Ildllis alw~s po5itlVe (+), so
if the S1O e is positive (+), then
(d + slopef will be larger than d
by the magnitude or size of slope.
If the slope is negatived + slope)
will be less than d by the msgni-
tude of slope.

2.04 Correctionof Apparent Location for
Deviations in Cable Constants

(1) In Block 4, space ‘IK= ‘1 record
from the office records the K fac-

tor applicable to the type of circuit

s

Fig. 1.

Page 3
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under test and to “the particular cable
repeater section under test.

Note: The phase shift charts already
used are based on certain nominal
electricalcharacteristics for the
circuit types concerned. IInactual
practice certain deviations fronl
thesenominalcharacteristicsexist,
and the K factor is a multiplier to
correct for such error in location
as is caused by the deviations.
The K factors will be very nearly
equal to 1.0. The. method of de-
termining K factors is given in
~P~~f~~:h 2.15 and an actual deter-

is given in Illustrative
Example 1 of Part 5.

(2) Multiply the (d + slope) value of
Block 3 by the K factor and record

the product in Block 4, space

II(d + slope) x K.”

Interpretationof Nature and Exact Location
of Irregularity

2.05 The value of (d + slope) x K arrived
at by the foregoing step-by-steppro-

cedure is the final location of the irregu-
larity and practicallycompletes the mathe-
matical steps. The remaining steps are
largely an interpretationof the data al-
ready found for determining more exactly
the position of the irregularityand also
the nature of the irregularity.

2.06 Theoretically, small capacitanceir-
regularitieslocate at the middle of

loading sections, and small inductanceir-
regularitieslocate at the middle of load-
ing coils. Large irregularitiescause the
location (d + slope) x K to vary from the
true location,by an amount d:;~nf;ng on
the size of the irregularity; a
direction, that is, further out from or
nearer to the sending end, which depends on
the type of irregularity.

Page 4

2.07 Considering first the ‘theoretical”
locations,

T,
that is, locations of

small irregularities,the distance to a ca-
pacitance irregularity is the number of
loading sections from the testing or send-
ing end to the middle of the loading sec-
tion involved. The distance to a small in-
ductance irregularity is the number of
loading sections to the middle of the load-
ing coil involved. In computing this dis-
tance the sending end section including any
office cable, wiring, and trunks between “
the toll cable and the measuring set is
equated to a fraction of a section. Thus,
a 3000-foot sending end section of an H-
spaced circuit (coils every 6000 feet) is
,50 section, and a 1200-foot section is
1200/6000 or .20 section. A small capaci- T
tance irregularityin the fifth full load-
ing section would thus locate 5,0 sections
away if the sending end section were .5
section; and an inductance irregularityin
the fifth coil out would locate 4.5 sec-
tions away. (d + slope) x K would come out
very nearly equal to these values. Fig. 3
illustratestheoreticallocationsof capac-
itance and inductanceirregularitieson H-
spaced circuits (loading coils every 6000
feet) for three different sending end sec-
tion lengths. The locationsshown are for
convenience,those in the first several
loading sections.

2.08 Each type of irregularityproduces a
characteristicTo, and in case of in-

ductance and capacitance irregu~~~~ies,
which are of primary interest, to
make the computed location (d + slope) x K
in error in a definite direction and magni-
tude from the true location. A summary of
these effects is given in Table 1 and for
convenienceof reference is reproduced in
large part on the analysis form.

-a+-oglndytance Irre Ufarities

1200’
“; ‘~; ‘; 2!---

‘; ‘; ‘r 2:---
.8 1:3 1:8 2;3 ‘&8---

I I
[Theoretical Locations of Capacitance Irregularities

-o--Represents 6000 -ft. Spaced
Loading Coils

Fig. 3.
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TABLE 1

.

Nature of Irregularity To—

Excess Inductance (+L) +.25
Deficient Capacitance (-C) +.25
Deficient Inductance (-L) -.25
Excess Capacitance (+C) -.25
Excess Resistance (+R) ~.50
DeficientResistance(-R) o

Under the heading “Makes Computed Locatimi’
the notation “long” indicates that the com-
puted location (d + slope) x K for a large
irregularityis more distant than the theo-
retical location. llShortllmeans (d + elope)
x K would be less distant than the theoret-
ical location.

2.09 For illustration, suppose that on an
H-loaded circuit having a .5 sending

end section, an analysis showed (d + slope)
x K to be 8.9 loading sections, and TO to
be +.25. The theoretical location of an
inductance irregularityin the ninth coil
would be 8.5 sections; the theoreticallo-
cation of a capacitanceirregularityin the
ninth full loading section would be 9.0
sections, Since 8.9 is nearer to 9.0 than
to 8.5, a capacitance irregularityis indi-
cated. That the capacitanceirregularity
is caused by deficient rather than exces-
eive capacitance is indicated in two ways;
(a) To is +.25 which is the value for defi-
cient capacitance; (b) the computed loca-
tion is !Ishort,‘l that is 8.9 is less than
1.0 the theoretical location, which is as
it should be for deficient capacitance(see
Table 1).

?.10 Final Analysis

The foregoing may be put in step-by-
step form approximatelyas.follows:

(1) In Block 7 in space following
IISendingEnd Section Len6th =,” re-

cord the sendins end section length ex-
pressed in fraction of a loading sec-
tion.

(2) Compute the ‘Itheoretical’llocation
of inductanceand capacitanceir-

regularities that fallsnearest to the
computed location (d + slope) x K.

(3) If the computed location is nearer
to the theoreticallocation of the

inductanceirregularity,enter in Block
7 the suspected trouble as an induc-
tance irregularity; record a capaci-
tance irregularity if the location is
nearer to the theoreticallocation of a
capacitanceirregularity.

Note: Resistance irregularitieswill
seldom be encountered and when
existing they usually will be re-
vealed and located by direct cur-
rent tests.

Makes
Computed
Location

Long
Short
Short

(Rn:ffect)
(No effect)

Approximate
Maximum Error in
Loading Sections

,25
.25
.25
.25

:

(4) If the suspected trouble is a ca-
pacitance irregularity:

(a) ~~c~d as deficient capacitance
= +,25, and the computed

location is ‘Ishort.’t

(b) Record as excessive capacitance
if To = -.25, and the computed

location is ‘Ilong.’l

(5) If item (3) indicates inductance
irregularity:

(a) ~lcord as deficient inductance,if
-.25 and computed location

iS “sho;t.11

(b) Record as excessive inductance,if
To = +.25 and computed location

is ‘Ilong.’l

2.11 One special case of a misleading ‘ITO!I
factor has been observed which might

well be kept in mind. This was for a cir-
cuit containingexcess capacitance in one
loading section and deficient capacitance
in the adjacent loading section. Such a
conditionwould occur if the middle coil of
three successiveloading coils were located
appreciably off the center of the cable
length, making one section longer than the
average and the other correspondingly
shorter than the average. ‘fTONcame out to
be very nearly zero indicating deficient
resistance, but such an irregularitywould
scarcely be expected and if existing would
more than likely be revealed by direct cur-
rent tests. A short circuitwould be one
example of deficient resistance. Conse-
quently, if such a condition is noted and
direct current tests show no trouble,defi-
cient and excess capacitance in the two
loading sections adjacent to the apparent
location should be suspected.

Value of Cable History

2.12 Familiaritywith the history of a re-
peater section such as of the mainte-

nance work done in the section in the past,
recent loading of complements and the like
will often be quite helpful in interpreting
results and tying down more definitely the
probable trouble and its location. Tor ex-
ample if an analysis of an it?egularitylo-
cating in a particular sectivn indicates

Page 5
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deficient capacitance, the trouble would
pretty surely be due to defective building-
out if it were known that a building-out
stub cable had recently been installed in
that section or that maintenancework had
recently been done on a building-out stub
at that point. Again, if a trouble indi-
cated excess inductancein a sectionwhere
a new complement had just been loaded, a
wrong type loading coil might be suspected.
If the complementinvolved both H-44-25 and
H-172-63 loading an H-172 coil connected
into an H-44 circuit would insert (172-44)
or 128 excess milhenries or 128/44 X 100 =
290 per cent. excess inductance,

2.13 Loading coils are the most prevalent
source of trouble and in general

should first fall under suspicion.Troubles
such as opens, shorts, and leakages are
both detected and located by direct current
methods and will seldom be involved in the
analysis.procedure discussed in this sec-
tion. The principal exceptionwill be in
the initial determinationof the correction
factor K as discussed in paragraph 2.15,
where a run is ,madeon a good circuit ter-
minated in a short circuit (deficientre-
sistance or -R) at the adjacent office.

Procedure for Circuits Containing Two Ir-
regularities

2.14 In most cases only a single large ir-
regularitywill exist. A second ir-

regularity as previouslymentioned will re-
veal itself by hump$ in me L?-Tcurve but
usually’will not prevent an accurate loca-
tion of the larger irregularity. One im-
portant exceptionwas mentioned in para-
graph 2.11. The nature of the B-T curve
tells somethingabout the second irregular-
ity and will often enable both the position
and nature of this irregularityto be de-
termined. Exception to this, however, and
the relatively infreqUent occurrenceof the
two-irregularitycondition suggest at preS-
ent that the larger irregularitybe located
and cleared before an attempt is made to
Study the smaller irregularity. With the
larger one removed, a second impedancerun
should be made and the procedure of this
section repeated for locating the second
irregularity.

Determinationof CorrectionFactor (K)

2.15 To determine K for a given type of
circuit in a particularrepeater sec-

tion:

(1) Make an impedance run on a good
circuit of the type involved,with

the circuit terminatedat the adjacent
repeater stati~n in a short circuit.

(2) Analyze the impedance run in ac-
cordance with the steps of para-

?
raphs 2.02 and 2.03, thus determining
d + slope).

(3) Divide (d + slope)into the “actual
distance~in loadingsections from

the testing end to the short circuit.
The result is the K value.

Page 6

Note: In determining the ‘Iactual
distance’ato the short-circuit
countthe terminatingend sectiona
half section, but the sending end
section actuallywhat it is. sup-
pose a repeater section contained
24 full6000-footloadingsections,
a sendingend section of 2300 feet
~~~ ~;da section),and a terminat-

section of 1975 feet.
The -actual length would be
24 + .38+ .50 = 24.88 sections.
(Note that the 1975-footsection
was assumedto be .50 section,) If
(d + slope)determinedby steps(1)
and (2) were 24.05,the correction
wouldbe: K = 24.88/24.05= 1.035.
The illustrative examples under
Part 5 will includea determination
of a “K’!factor.

3. ANALYSIS OF IMPEDANCE UNBALANCE CURVES

Step-by-StepAnalysis Procedure

3.01 Computationof Apparent Location of
Unbalance

(1) From the resistance curve determine
the peak frequencies and record

them as outlined in Step (1) paragraph
2.02. Only use peaks within the fol-
lowing frequency range for the various
types of facilities.

Lower Upper
Facilit~ Frequency Frequency

H-44-25 800 4500
H-174-63 400 2250
H-174-106 400 2250
B-88-50 800 4500
H-88-50 550 3200

(2) Determine the values of B from one
of the attached phase shift charts

applicable (Drawings611-162, 163, 165,
228 and 229, pages 113-117) and record
them as outlined in Step (2), paragraph
2.02,

Note: In case a phase-shiftchart is not
available for the type of circuit in-
volved, Drawing 616-280,Page 102, ❑ay
be employedas followsin orderto obtain
B foreachpeakfrequency.

Let f = anypeak frequency
fCs = thenominalcut-offfrequency

of the sidecircuit.

fCp= thenominalcut-offfrequency
of the phantomcircuit.

Bs = theround-tripphase-shiftper
loadingsectionon sidecir-
cuit.

Bp = round-tripphase-shiftper load-
ing sectionon phantomcircuit.

B = phase-shiftoutonphantomand

backon side= $ (Bs+ Bp)
.

‘-?

J

.—
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A. Compute~ and; .
Cs Cp

B. UsingvaluesobtainedinStep A, read
Bs and Bp from the curve of Drawing

616-280.

C. ComputeBfrom therelation

1 (BS+ Bp).BZ~

(3) Determine ‘Id!ithe appa?ent distance
in loading sections to the fault as

outlined in Step (3) paragraphz.02.

3.02 Correctionof Apparent Location for
B-T Curve Slope

(1) Determine and record “d x B“ as
outlined in Step (1) paragraph

2.03.

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Determine and record “T(’as out-
lined in Step (2) paragraph2.03.

Plot the “B-T” curve as outlined in
Step (3) paragraph2.03,

Determine and record To as outlined
in Step (4) paragraph2.03.

Determine and record the slo~e of
the B-T curve as outlined In
Step (5) paragraDh2.03.

Determine and record “(d + slope)’!
as outlined in Step (6) parag;aph

2.03.

3.03 Following the methods riven in para-
graphs 3.01 and 3.02 make a computa-

tion of the apparent locationof the unbal-
ance and determine the co~rectionof the
apparent location for the B-T curve slope
using the “Valley” frequenciesof the re-
sistance curve. In recording the data
there will usually be sufficientspace in
Block 2 under the data recorded for the
peak frequencies. If not the valley data
can be recorded on a separate form. In
Block 3 the valley data would be recorded
under “Valley” or opposite “V.tt

3.04 Average the (d + slope) P value and.
the (d + Slope) V value and record

the result in Block 3 opposite (d + slope)
“ AVe.

3.05 Correctionof Apparent Location for
Deviations in Cable Constants

n
(1) In Block 4, space “K=,” record the

K factor applicableto the particu-
lar circuit under test.

Note: The phase shift charts already
used are based on certain nominal
electrical characteristicsfor the
circuit types concerned. In actual
practice certain deviations from

these nominal characteristicsexist,
and the K factor is a multiplier to
correct for such error in location
as is caused by the deviations.
The K factorswill be very nearly
equal to 1.0. The method of deter-
mining K is given in paragraph 3.16
and an actual determinationis giv-

in Illustrative Example 4 of
Fart 5.

(2) Multiply the (d + slope) Ave. value
of Block 3 by the K factor and re-

cord the
7
roduct in Block 4, space

‘I(d+ slope x K.’!

3.06 In some cases particularly in cases
involvingsmall faults distant from

the testing point it may be necessary to
use a 44-A-1 repeater in connectionwith
the impedanceunbalance run. Although the
introduction of the repeater gives peaks
and valleys of larger magnitude it results
in an error in the locatim and a correc-
tion must be applied to take account of
this. This correction in terms of loading
sections is .25 for H-172-63 or H-174-63
facilities, .25 for H-174-106 facilities,
.55 for H-44-25 facilities, .35 for H-88-50
facilitiesand .55 for B-88-50 facilities.

3.07 Repeater Correction (to be made only
in case a 44-A-1 repeater is used in

making the unbalance run).

(1) Knowing the type of facility under
test record the repeater correction

in Block 5 after the designation“Re-
peater Correction (R,c. ).11 Subtract
the repeater correctionfrom”(d+ slope)
Ave.’! obtained as outlined in Step (2)
paragraph3.05. Record the result in
Block 5 after the designation ‘IK
(d + slope) - R.C.”

Inter retation of Nature and Exact Location
~nce Unbalance

3.08 The location just determined should
give the correct locationwith a max-

imum error of about .2 of a loading sec-
tion. Certain features of unbalances and
more precise locationmethods as applied to
resistanceunbalances are discussedbelow.

3.09 Each tv~e of unbalance produces a
charact~~isticTo.

cated in Table 2 below.

TABLE 2.

Nature of Unbalance

ResistanceUnbalance (R)
InductanceUnbalance (L)
CapacitanceUnbalance (C)
Leakage Unbalance (G)

These”are indi-

Oor+.5
z .25
7 .25

Oor~.5

It will be noted that a particular value of
To may indicate either one of two types of
unbalance. In this connection the ordinary
direct currentmeasurements will indicate
whether a resistance or leakage unbalance
is present.
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3.10 If the analysis indicates the pres-
ence of an inductance unbalance and

since it will usually be large it can be
more accurately located by an impedance
measurement and it is suggested that it be
located by this means. For this reason no
furtherdiscussion is given here.

3.11 Leakage unbalances are generally lo-
cated by means of the ordinary direct

current tests and it is assumed that if
such are present they will be located in
this manner.

3.12 All capacitance unbalances will lo-
cate at approximatelythe midpoint of

the loading section. It is not necessary
to know the exact locationof such troubles
since they may be corrected at any point
within the loading section. Single capaci-
tance unbalances large enough to cause
noise or crosstalk trouble rarely occur.

3.13 In case a resistanceunbalance is in-
dicated, as outlined in paragraph

3.08, a more accurate location can be ob-
tained by studying the envelope of the im-
pedance unbalance curve. The dotted lines
of Fig. 4 show the general shape of a typi-
cal envelope. It will be noted that this
envelope has been obtained by connecting
each of the ‘lpeaks”togetherand also con-
necting the Ilvalleyslt of the curves.

3.14 Determinationof Location of Unbal-
anceWithinLoadingSection

(1) Draw the envelope of the resistance
curve on the standardcurve form.

(2) Measure the hei ht of the envelope
at 1000 cycles, fFL). Nextmeasure

the height of the envelope at some
higher frequency (FH) see pig. 4. Re-
cord this higher frequency in cycles
opposite H in Block 5. Divide (FH) by
(FL) and record in Block 5 in space
llFH/FL.ilThe quantity thus obtained is
a current ratio.

Note: The hizher frequency referred

(3)

tio
ter
(4)

to above should be chosen” from the
upper frequency range of the re-
sistance curve at a point where the
curve is fairly well defined. A
frequency near 2000 cycles for
H-172-63,H-174-63 or H-174-106 fa-
cilities, near 3500 cycles for
H-44-25 or J3-88-50 facilitiesor
near 2500 cycles for H-88-50 facil-
ities is satisfactory.

From Table 3 page 100 determine the
db correspondingto the current ra-
FH/FL. Record this in Block 5 af-
the designation ItEquivalentto,n

Drawing 611-164 page 118 shows the
deviation in 10SS per loading sec-

tion from the 1000-cycle value for the
frequency range above 1000 cycles for
the Varioue types of cable facilities.
Select the particular curve applicable
for the type of circuit under test and
determine the deviation from the 1000-
cycle loss for the higher frequency
used in (2) above. Multiply this devi-
ation by K (d + slope) - R.C. and re-
cord the operation and result respec-
tively in Block 5 after the designation
IIIK(d + slope) - R.C.] x Deviation,’i
The result obtained is in db. Add this
result in db to that obtained as out-
lined in (3) above and record in Block
5 after the designation ‘lTotal db.lt
This ‘tTotaldbtl represents the devia-
tion at the unbalance of the higher
frequency over the 1000-cycle value.

(5) The attached charts (Drawings611-
160, 161, 167, 230, 232, 168, 169,

170, 231 and 233), pages 119-128, show
the deviation in db from the 1000-cycle
value at the unbalance. It will be
noted that where a 44-A-1 repeater is
used in connection with the bridge, a
different chart is used than where a
run is made without using a repeater.

The chartsfor the conditionwherethe
44-A-lrepeaterisusedassumetherepeaterto
beplacedinthetroublepair=as showninSec-
tion103-102-500.

.

Fig. 4.
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.

.

Select the chartcorrespondingto the
type of circuit undeP Investigation,
making sure to use a curve for a re-
peater if one wereused in makingthe
run, and determinethe locationwithin
the loadingsection. RecordthiB loca-
tion in feet fromthe loading point in
Block 5 after the designation“Distance
from Load Point to Fault.’!

Note: As an illustrationto show how
Drawings 611-160, 161, 167, 230,
ZJ2fie168,169, 170, 231 and 233 are

interpreted, suppose the
Iltotaldbllat 2300 cycles is 4.5 db
for an H-174-63 facilitywhere no
repeater is used in making the run
and it is desired to know the loca-
tion within the loading section.
~f:erring to Drawing 611-160, page

the location is 600 feet from
a l;adingpoint. Intermediateval-
ues between the series of curves on
the drawingsmay be estimated to
the nearest curve, As an illustra-
tion of this latter point, suppose
the ‘tTotaldb” discussed above were
2.8 db instead of 4.5 db. The lo-
cationwould be then at a point ap-
proximately 1200 feet from the
loadingpoint.

3.15 Determination of Final Location of
Unbalance

(1) Knowing the particular loading sec-
tion in which the unbalance is lo-

cated (see Step 6, paragra~h3.02 or
Step 1, paragraph3.07) also its
location within the loading section
(see Step 5, paragraph 3.14), determine
the final location of the fault in
loading sections from the testing end.
Record this value ‘inBlock 5 after the
designation‘!Final Location of Fault.’!

Note: As discussed in paragraph3.08
the locatiol,recorded in Block 5
afterthedesignation “K (d + slope)
R.c.lior “K (d + slope)” where no

repeater is used should fix the lo-
cation of the fault with a maximum
error of about .2 of a loading sec-
tion, In case Step (5) of para-
graph 3.14 indicates the fault to
be at a loading point, the particu-
lar loading point will be known by
the value of “K (d + slope) - R.C.”
or IIK(d + S10p3).”

Determinationof CorrectionFactor (K)

3.16 To determineK for a given circuit:

(1) Introducea resistanceunbalance at
a known location (usually thec!i.s-

tant repeater office) in the good pair
of the quad, the other pair of which is
in trouble. Make an impedanceunbal-
ance run on this good pair in thenor-
ms1 manner using the defective pair as
the other side of the phantom sending
circuit.

Note: If a repeater is used in mak-
ing the unbalance run on the de-
fective pair. it should also be
used in making the K run. The val-
ue of the resistance should be in
the order of 500 ohms if no repeat-
er is used In making the run and
about 100 ohms if a repeater is
used. It is very important that a
K run be made in connection with
each trouble location immediately
following the run made on the de-
fective pair.

(2) Analyze the unbalance run (both
peaks and valleys) in accordance

with the steps of parafsaphs.3.01, 3.02,
3.03 and 3.04 determining
(d + slope) Ave.

(3) Divide (d + slope) Ave. into the
actual distance in loading sections

from the unbalance bridge to the re-
sistance unbalance introduced. The re-
sult is the K value.

Note: The actual distance from the
unbalance bridge to the resistance
unbalance should include all office
cabling and trunks as well as the
length (in load sections) of the
main cable as shown by the Test-
board Cable Record. This applies
to the office cabling and trunks at
the terminating as well as the
sending end if the resistanceun-
balance is introduced
the terminatingnetwork?d~%e~~ui%
alent length of office cable and
trunks may be determinedby measur-
ing their side circuit capacitances
and multiplying the reading in mf.
by 14.2 to obtain the equ;;a~:y~
length in load sections.
usually be found desirable to es-
tablish a value for the office ca-
bling in a particular toll cable
entering an office by making meas-
urements on a representativenumber
of pairs between the MDF and the
testboard.

Valueof Cable History

3.17 Familiaritywith the history of a re-
peater section such as with the main-

tenance work-done in the section in the
past will often be quite helpful in inter-
preting results and fixing more definitely
the probable location of the trouble.

Procedure for Circuits Containin~ Two Un-
balances —

3.18 In most cases ~~gc~n~ingle unbalance
will exist. unbalance ae

previously mentioned will be revealed by
the humps in the B-T curve. The naturet;;
the B-T curve tells something aOout
second fault and will often enable both the

Page 9
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position and nature of this trouble to be
determined. For the present in view of the
relatively infrequent occurrence of the
two-unbalancecondition and other fact~~,
the larger unbalance should be cleared be-
fore an attempt is made to study the small-
er unbalance. With the larger one removed
a second impedance unbalance run should be
made and the procedure of this section re-
peated for locating the’second unbalance.

4. ANALYSIS FORM

4.01 Most of the details of the analysis
form have already been covered. At

theheading of theform is a space for enter-
ing the serial number of the analysis
sheet. This numter may be the same as the
serial number of the associated impedance
or impedance unbalance curve as listed in
Block 1, or some other number depending on
local practice.

4.02 In Block 1
what led to th~est” is to

“Reason for
indicate necessity

for the impedance or impedance unbalance
run and analysis such as trouble detected
during routine tests, circuit order tests,
cable completion tests, or during the nor-
mal operation of a circuit. The space ‘Ifc’l
is for recording the nominal cutoff fre-
quency of the circuit under test, in those
cases where values of B are determined in
terms of f/fc. The other iterns are self-

explanatory.

4.03 Block 8 provides space for recording
the trouble found and error of loca-

tion, following the actual determination or
removal of the trouble. Under “Remarks” of
this block may be entered any pertinent
data not provided for by the form.

4,04 The “Special Block’! is for an analy-
sis of the B-T curve to locate a sec-

ond irregularity. This Block is not used
under the procedure of this Section.

5. ILLUSTRATIVE 3XAMPLES— —.—..-

@dance Irregularities

5.01 Three examples of the procedure for
locating impedanceirregularitiesare

attached. Each example sheet contains at
the top the resistance componentof theim-
pedance curve; and at the bottom the accom-
panying analysis form.

5.02 Example 1 is of an impedance run made
to a short circuit for determining K

for an H-172-63 side circuit. This example
is given first Since the value of K must be
known for use with Examples 2 and 3. The
steps taken in recording the peak frequen-
cies, and in deriving values of B, d x B,
and T need no explanation. The slope of the
B-T curve is +.5, which added to d(= 23.55)
gives 24.05 as the value of (d + slope).
The actual distance is a 2300-foot sending
end section (.38), plus 24 full loading

Page 10

sections, plus .5 terminating end sectio,,
(actually 1975 feet or .33 secti~n) or .3P
+ 24 + .5 = 24.88 sections. K is the actu-
al distance divided by (d + sloue), or
24.88/24.05 = 1.035. The 5-T curve, it
will be noted,points to O on the T scale,
indicating deficient resistance.

5.03 Example 2 is of a single irregularity
in anH-172-63 19-gauge side circuit.

As the slope of the bisectin~ line of the
B-T curve in this case is zero, the only
correction necessary is for K, giving a lo-
cation 14.95 sections away. The B-T curve
suggests a To value of -.25, indicating
either deficient inductance or excess ca-
pacitance. The circuit begins in a .38
sending-end section so that an inductance
deviation in the 16th coil would locate
15.38 sections away, and a capacitance de-
viation in the 15th full loading section
(between 15th and 16th coils) would locate
14.88 sections away. The computed location
14.95 iS nearer to 14.88 than to 15.38, in-
dicating a capacitance deviation. The lo-
cation is ‘Ilong(fand the TO value equals
-.25,both indicating excessive capacitance.
The natural conclusion is therefore that
the irregularity is due to excess capaci-
tance ~in the 15th full loading section.
The trouble actually was .035 excess mf.
in the 15th section.

5.04 ZxamDle 3 is for the same circuit
condition as for Exanmle 2, but with

a second irregularity inserted at another
point. This second irregularity distorts
the resistance component curve of the im-
pedance run, causes humps to appear in the
B-T curve, but as noted from the analysis,
does not prevent determining either the lo-
cation or the nature of the larger irregu-
larity.

Impedance Unbalances

5.05 Example 4 shows an impedance unbal-
ance run made on an H-172-63 facility

with a resistance unbalance introduced at a
known location, the run beinz made for de-
termining K. The value of K ombtainedin
the analysis is used in Example 5. It will
be noted that an analysis is made of both
the peak and valley frequencies. In view
of the large number of peaks and ‘valleys it
was necessary to employ two forms for ana-
lyzing the data. The avera e

?
of the

(d + slope) peak value and the d + slope)
valley value is 33.09. The actual distance
is a .33 sending end section plus 33 full
lo;d~~: sectionsplus a .39 terminatingend

or .33 + 33 + .39 = 33.72. Then

K=
33.?2
m = 1.019.

5.06 The attached illustration,Example 5,
shows in detail the applicationof

the method of accurately locating resist-
ance unbalances. It will be noted that the
value of K obtained in Example 4 has been
used in this example.

*
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ATTACHMENTS

Table 3 - db’s
Analysis Form
Dwg. 616-280 -

11 616-281 -
11, 616-282 -
II 616-283 -
II 616-284 -
II 616-290 -
II 616-316 -
II 616-317 -
II 616-318 -
II 616-319 -
II 616-320 -
M 611-162 -
H 611-163 -
II 611-165 -
It 611-228 -
It 611-229 -
II 611-164 -

II 611-160 -
It 611-161 -
II 611-167 -
II 611-230 -
11 611-232 -
II 611-168 -

II 611-169 -

II, 611-170 -

It 611-231 -

II 611-233 -

Subject

versus Current Ratios . . . . . . . .

II

II

II

II

It

It

11

II

11

81

11

II

II

II

It

II

II

II

11

II

II II

II II

II II

II It

II II

II 11

II II

II 1!

II II

II 11

ir;e~uia;iii;s:
II
11
II
It
II
II

II

II

II

8{

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .,

B&:;/i~: : : : : : : : : : : :

H-44-25 Side
H-44-25 Phantom ~ : ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 1 1
H-1’72-63Side . . . . . . . . . .
H-172-63 Phantom . . . . . . . .
H-174-106 Phantom . , . . . . . .
H-88-50 Side
H-88-50 Phantom ~ ; ; ; I I I I I
B-88-50 Side
B-88-50 Phanto~ ; ; ; ; ; I ~ I I
B-22 Pair .

Phase Shift Chart for Unbalances, H-172-63 circuit; : : : : : : ~ : : :
It II II II II H-44-25 II . . . . . . . . . .
II II II II II H-174-i06 ‘1 . : : : . 0 . . , .
It II II II II H-88-50 II . . . . . . . . . .
II II II 11 II 8-88-50 II

Load Section db Loss - Deviation from 1000 Cycles, V&~oLs” “ ‘ “ “ “ “
Circuit Types
ResistanceUnbal&~e”-” “D~vi;~i~n”f~o~io60”c~ciei,”H~l+216j~i~c~i~s: I

II 11 II II II H-44-25 !l+.

n II II II II II H-174-106 ‘1 . .
11 II -“l! II II II H-88-50 II
11 II

. .

II II 11 It
B- 88-50, 11

11 II II II
. .

11 II H-172-63 II
44-A-1 Repeater used . .

II II II II It II H-44-25 Circuits
44-A-1 Repeater used . .

II II II II II 11 H-174-106 Circuits
44-A-1 Repeater used . .

II 11 II II II II H-88-50 Circuits
44-A-1 Repeater used . .

II II II 11 II II B-88-50 Circuits
44-A-1 Repeater used . .

Illustrative Example No. 1 - Impedance Irregularity. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Illustrative Example No. 2 - II II

Illustrative3xample No. 3 -
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

II II

IllustrativeExample No. 4 - ResistanceUnbalance : : 1 1 j j u j ~ I : J 1 : ~ ~ I :
IllustrativeExample NO. 5 - II II

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

E%!?
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117

118
119
120
121
122
123

124

125

126

127

128
129
130
131
132
133
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TABLE ~

RELATION BETWEEN CUf?i?ENT

RATIO .00 .01 .02 .o~ .04

RATIO AND os

.05 .06 .07 .08 .09
40::0 :~~”g:!’ +;# -27.96 -26.02 -24.4.4 -23,10 -21.$)h

-20.07
z

-20.2
-15.92 -15.39 -14.6 J?9 -13:15 -12.77 2

-14.3
.& -t?i.98 -15.5

.9.90 - 9.63
:’$f :’i:;$ :’ij: :’$jj-0 -* . . .

-0 5 51
4:01 - 3:61 13:48 :j~~ :: ::hg ‘2*3

3:22

z
- 2.38 -2.27 .

- 1.72 -1.2 - 1.51 - 1.31 - 1.21 - 1.11

-17.08
-12*LO

-16.48
-12.o&

● -15.~6 :16.i7 .
● 7.96 -7.?

+---
s
9?)
.0

- 2.05
- 1.01

.Sh - .lL5 - .35 - .26

I:2i 1:2;
.
6

1
I●94 2.01 ;:28

;:; 2.61 2.67 2.73

.18 - o%

. .
I w+ 1.51
2.14 2.21
2.8o 2.86

--Q2--3. II--- 3* 7I 3.23 30 .29 3.35---
-1

--
. <—

1.
1.Z
I.9 5.58 54
2.0 .- 6.(L t,.

5.80 6.8% $.89
6,19 .2!1 28 6.32

<.1

%----+% ,.
.

8::
● . .

:: i ?
b ;.66

8.9
2.9 39.2Ij 9:2

8.10 6.13 8.16 8.

;.;? 8.72 8:72 8:7;
.!2.50
8.82

8.;; --,- ~.ji
;.:~ 8.89

9.04 9.07 9.10 9.13
9:31 9*3$ 9.37 9.)+0

9.1
9.43 t?

9:22
9:46 9.4 9.51

RATIO .0 ●I ●2 ●3 ●4 ●5 .6 .7 .8 .9

i
,;.$ ,~:g~ ,210.10 10.7

4 27
10.63 1o::: 11.1

d
11.6

7.
11.60 I1.[!2

12. 12.87
I3:98

13 .2
li015 IL:72

I IZOLI 13.6? 13
Ih.lL9 llL.65 Ill3 IL.96 15.*7

b I
15.12

15.85 15999

1
‘?

i$:;2 18:;8 !tii Iii ‘tizz :$ :ii~ :I .69
19●08 19.18 19.28 9.&6 t9 55 19.65

10 20 00. 20.09 2C.17 ;;:26 ;o.3b 20:!12 , 20.67 20~

08Z

40.59
20.91 21.06 21.14 21.21 :1.2;

21:5 2:: ~
21.36

12 21.66
7

2[,80
21.[J+

21.8
1

21.94
21.51

22.01 22.08 22. IJJ
I 22.28 22.35 22.41

22.21
22 .lJ8 22.5 22.61 22.67

22.92
22.73 22 .?0

I 22.90
22.86

23.05 27.17 .23 ●,23 25.29 ?.~5 3.JI
15 25.52 25.58 2?I.6h :;:& 23*75 23.81 23.86 23.92 23.97 2L.03_

NOTE : .To CXTENO TABLF MULTIPLY R8TI0 BY 10 ANO AOO 20 TO CORRESPONDING oe VALUE, OR CI/IDE

RAIIO BY 10 ANO SUBTRACT 20.

,,-.
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IMPEDANCE IRREGULARITY LOCATION
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE NO. 1
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IMPEDANCE IRREGULARIM  LOCATION
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE NO. 2
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